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**ABSTRACT**

In this report, we review the market impact of artificial intelligence (AI) in healthcare and future predictions. AI is a rapidly advancing technology in healthcare. It provides rich and relevant information to patients and healthcare providers with on-demand medical and clinical confidence, AI can greatly advance healthcare professional and patient communications. Interest and investment in artificial intelligence continues to grow. At the same time there exists some practical challenges that will determine the course of this market trend. We will discuss the macroeconomic, ethical and legal challenges that pertain to this industry and make recommendations to the healthcare executives.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Artificial intelligence (AI) is defined as “the use of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”. Although AI simulates human decision-making, it does not replace human intelligence; rather, it relies on human training! Unlike other types of technology, AI understands natural language. Natural language is written-out text, rather than structured data such as dates, numbers, and facts that computers normally handle. By understanding natural language and generating hypotheses based on evidence and learning as it goes, AI technology can be trained to make more logical decisions.

**HEALTHCARE AI MARKET FORECAST**

In healthcare, according to a new report from Tractica, AI is largely being implemented as a tool to more efficiently and accurately review data and detect patterns in the data that can be used to improve analyses uncover inefficiencies, and streamline care, from both a clinical and operational perspective. The market intelligence firm finds that the overarching driver in these AI implementations is to provide better patient outcomes by reducing morbidity and mortality while controlling the costs and administrative bottlenecks to provide healthcare services.

Tractica forecasts that global software revenue from 21 key healthcare AI use cases will grow from $165 million in 2017 to $5.6 billion annually by 2025. Including the hardware and services sales that will be driven by these software implementations, the firm anticipates that the total revenue opportunity for the healthcare AI market will reach $19.3 billion by 2025.

In addition, the improving global economy is expected to take a step further in the years ahead and catalyzed the growth of AI in healthcare industry. Artificial intelligence...
in the healthcare industry is expected to bring down the healthcare costs by 5 percent to 9 percent by using machine learning to tailor treatments and keep patients engaged, i.e. approximately $2 trillion to $10 trillion savings globally by tailoring drugs and treatments and 0.2 to 1.3 additional years of average life expectancy. The development of more advanced and affordable cloud computing infrastructures has a huge impact on the growth potential of Artificial intelligence. Drug discovery held over 35 percent of the global artificial intelligence market share and is anticipated to witness more than 40 percent growth rate over the period 2017 to 2027. More than 86 percent of all healthcare spending is aimed at treating chronic diseases; Artificial intelligence technology could considerably change doctor-patient relationships.

Artificial intelligence in healthcare has the potential to improve health outcomes by 30 percent to 40 percent whereas reducing healthcare costs by as much as 50 percent. The top three AI health applications that correspond to the maximum near-term value are robot-assisted surgery, virtual nursing assistants and administrative workflow assistance with market valued of $40 billion, $20 billion and $18 billion respectively. The top three AI health applications that correspond to the maximum near-term value are robot-assisted surgery, virtual nursing assistants and administrative workflow assistance with market valued of $40 billion, $20 billion and $18 billion respectively. Cognitive robotics can integrate information from pre-op medical records with real-time operating metrics to physically guide and enhance the physician's instrument precision. AI can save 20 percent of nurse's time by avoiding unnecessary visits, which help the healthcare workers to focus more on care reach, institutional readiness, security, and workforce.

The US is leading in AI in healthcare market followed by Europe. The US health Artificial intelligence market was $625 million in 2016 and is expected to reach $16.9 billion by end of 2027, with a growth rate of 36 percent over the next ten years. Artificial intelligence can save $300 billion in the US market using machine learning tools for population health forecasting.

**FUTURE CHALLENGES**

Artificial intelligence is expected to disrupt market, with its broad scope of applications and potential to redefine the working model of healthcare, automotive, finance, education, social welfare and research industry. In healthcare, alone AI market is predicted to surpass $6.6 billion by 2025. This expeditious advance in AI will outperform humans on more tasks and increases productivity. However, macroeconomically the AI-driven automation will change the structure of the industry and will cause many people to lose jobs and will make their skills redundant. A report on automation and economy predicts 47% of occupations will be replaced and 9% will become completely displaced. It is imperative that the government trains and educates the American workers for the jobs of the future in order to prevent the inequity caused by the technological innovations. The researches find that the jobs that are likely to be most affected are jobs with low wage (under $20), low skill and less-education (under high school) It is possible that the benefits of the technological innovations may be limited to the privileged few in the society. The impact of big data and AI has been called the 4th industrial revolution. Technological advancements and machine-learning has progressed from enhancing sensory images to objectively diagnose an image. Dr. Jha predicts that with the AI ability to analyze 1000’s of images and diagnose with precision without burnout makes it a super specialist. This ability will conveniently replace pathologists and radiologists in the upcoming decade.

AI analytically potential has made “prediction” cost-effective. Prediction is beneficial in uncertainty; it allows us to make an informed decision. Any business thrives with tools that enables them to make a logical forecast and increases productivity. All human activities can be divided into these 5-components data, prediction, judgement, action and outcomes. A change in one variable cause other’s to respond to the changed variable. In Healthcare AI is a substitute for a “prediction machine” with more prediction (early screening, detection) there is a potential for us to over diagnose patients. “Overdiagnosis” means we are giving patients unnecessary treatments and anxiety. Researchers designed an AI-algorithm and placed in a coronary care unit to detect a heart dysrhythmia. The machine detected 7% new cases of atrial fibrillation. These patients were treated and managed accordingly, however when health outcomes were compared the intervention vs non-intervention group there was no statistical significance. The author’s concluded that although AI provides more sensitivity in detection it doesn’t always improve outcome. This is another example of “overuse” of healthcare resources that increases health care costs and adds to resource wastage. It is important to do a cost-benefit analysis when making an investment in AI-technologies to curb the challenge of overuse.

As technology becomes more prevalent and we become more dependent upon them. It raises some serious ethical and legal issues regarding the safety and reliability of these hardware and software devices. (self-driving cars and IBM-Watson) At the same time without a standardized metric system we are unable to compare the performance and outcomes of these technologies. This poses a concern as it takes away human autonomy and makes us rely on these machines for making health decisions. After all a technology is only as good as the information that is fed into it. These tools “come with no guarantees of fairness, equitability, or even veracity”. Without regulations and standards, it is hard for these AI-machines to be widely implemented. It is also important to gain the public’s trust for AI-system and remove the fear of marginalizing the low-income communities. Recently, the health and human services has passed a trusted exchange framework and common agreement to improve the health information exchange and interoperability between various health care institutions.
It has been drafted to ease the flow of public health institutes wherever it is need and provide a continuum of care to the patient.

The Bloomberg report on the impact of AI on the market suggests that although AI-technologies will be the most disruptive class of technologies, this change will not be immediate. The Gartner Hype cycle for technologies suggests that at this point in time AI has reached its pinnacle of effectiveness (tough of disillusionment) and for the next 10 years AI will be presumed to solve all problems, but it will not meet these expectations. The report predicts that in the next 10 years AI will go through series of “trials and errors.” This will lead to standardization of a model for a defined function. In the next 10 years, there will a proper infrastructure of software, hardware, deep neural networks that will provide us with the foundation to build upon. This is called the resetting “plateau” after which we will be able to fully utilize the benefits of AI.14

Recommendations

The current market predictions of AI suggest that globally AI healthcare adoption will have a CAGR of 42% and by 2025, 90% of US hospitals will implement AI.15 The medical error causes 221,000 to 400,000 deaths annually.15 The AI-technologies provide us with a more efficient, precise and accurate infrastructure to ensure checks. This in turn will ensure better quality of care and patient safety. In the current US healthcare market, there are many uncertainties that will determine the course of the future investments in AI. There are three ways in which we can leverage AI-technology to enhance performance it is by investing in blockchains-data analytics (population health), revenue cycle and administrative automation. However, in the current US healthcare market there are many uncertainties (affordable care act, value-based reimbursement, low hospital volume). We advocate that while investing in AI-technology analyze the process flows carefully and understand whether you are trying to introduce specialized feature (IBM-Watson) or decreasing inefficiencies. Secondly, opt for local vendors who can provide you with better support and more useful features. Design the infrastructure on best practice models. Lastly, under the current challenges faced by hospitals AI recommend executives to tread towards cost-containment and weigh in on the cost-benefit analysis of the AI-technology when making an investment
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